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Translation of Manipuri Folktales: 

Shanrembi Chaisra and its Cultural Elements 
Thoudam Jomita Devi1 

 

Abstract: 
The present paper is an attempt to translate Manipuri folktales Shanrembi Chaisra by 
B. Jayantakumar’s Fungawari Singbul (2003) and to investigate cultural elements 
present in the folktale and to analyse in translation. The analysis is categorised based 
on Newmark’s (1988) categories of cultural words. Therefore, as far as the study is 
concerned, the problems of culture such as proper names, especially personal names 
and use of language (forms of address and reduplication) and Meetei’s way of life 
(house structure terms and utensils related terms) will be critically investigated. This 
paper represents a modest endeavour to shed light on marginalised folktales, with a 
focus on their translation and critical analysis. 
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Translation of Manipuri folktale Shanrembi Chaisra 

1. থায়না মমাংৈঙদা িনংেথৗ মনাই ফ�াইবা অঙ�া অমগী নুপী অনীখক ৈলরে�াইের। 

নুপী অহ�নুা য়াংখুৈরমা অদুগা অেতা�ী অদুনা শংখুৈরমা েকৗেবাইের। নুপী অহল 

য়াংখুৈরমা শনের�ী েকৗবী মচানপুী অমগা েমৗপ্বা অমগা েপাকই, অেতা�ী 

শংখুৈরমনা চাই�া েকৗবী মচানুপী অমা েপাকই। শনের�ীগী েমৗপ্বা অিসনা য়া�া 

অঙাং ওইিরৈঙদা ফ�াইবা অঙ�া অিস িশেদাকে�েদা। 

2. Long ago, there was a court official who had two wives. The first wife’s name was 

Yangkhureima and the second wife’s name was Shangkhureima. The first wife had a 

daughter called Shanrembi and a son while the second wife Shangkhureima had a 

daughter called Chaishra. The court official passed away when Shanrembi’s brother 

was very little.  

 
1 Thoudam Jomita Devi is a research scholar at the Centre for Applied Linguistics and Translation Studies 

University of Hyderabad. 
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3. শংখুৈরমনক েপাকচবী শনের�ীিদ মশক মেতৗ য়া�া চঙেখােবাইের। ফজবতা ন�না 

মবুকেচল ফবা, ঈংবা ত�া অদুম�না ৈলকাইনা মাব ুনুংিশ, চাি�। শংখুৈরমগী মচানুপী 

চাই�ািদ শকথী-পােজা�ীিন, মপুকসু ফ�বদা চং ফংই। অদুনা চাই�া মমা মচানা 

শনের�ী মমা মচাবু ক�কপদা ৈলতেবাইের।  

4. Shangkhureima’s daughter Shanrembi was very pretty. Not only was she pretty, but 

she was also a kind-hearted girl and gentle in nature because of which the people 

loved and favoured her. On the other hand, Shangkhurembi’s daughter Chaishra was 

very ugly and wicked to the core. Because of this, Chaishra and her mother were very 

jealous of Shanrembi and her mother. 

5. থায়না িনংেথৗ মনাই অঙ�া ওইদুনা অদুক নুংঙাই য়াইফর�া ইমুংেদা অঙ�া অদুনা 

িশিখবদগীিদ েনাংমা েনাংমগী অসুম অসুম নংথরক্ত�না মমা অনীনা েনাংমগী 

শীংজন-েলাংেখান েতৗদুনা মচািশং অদুবু চাউনবা েয়া�কেপাইের। অসুক বানা 

িহংননবা েহাৎনিরৈঙ মরকিসদা শনের�ী মমা মচাবু মেতৗ করমেতৗনা মাঙহনিসেগ 

খনবিদ ইেরপ েলপতবেয়াইের। 

6. Once they were rich and wealthy family, but became poorer day by day after the death 

of the court member.  Both mothers had to work for their daily wages to bring up their 

children. In the midst of this hard-stricken life, Chaishra and her mother never 

stopped conspiring on how to harm Shanrembi and her mother 

7. েনাংমিদ শনের�ী মমাগা চাই�া মমাগা অনীদু ঙারল িথেঙ�া েলাংেখা�ুিস হায়নদুনা 

েলাং েখানবা চৎেপাইের। শনের�ী মমািদ েলাং েখানবা খুিদংগী ঙা লকই। চাই�াগী 

মমানা েখানবা খুিদংগী িলন ওইনা েহ�া লকেপাইের। নুিমৎ তািশ�কপগী অদুবাইদা 

চাই�া মমানা হায়রকেপাইের, “ইেচ েয়ংউ আঃ উথ�া ৈহেবাং অমুনবা ময়াম পাি�েস 

চানীং�া, ঐ কাখৎলগা েহক্লুেগ, অদুগা থাদরে� ইেচনা মখাদা ওকিপয়ু, ৈহেবাংিস 

খরা েহ�গা য়ুমদা চৎলিস”। অিস হায়নদুনা চাই�া মমাদ ু উথ�া পরপ-পরপ 

কাখৎে� অদুগা হাওগদবা অমুন-অমুনবা খ�গা মখাদা শনের�ী মমাগীদম�া 

থাদরকেপাইের।চাই�া মমানা উথ�গী, “ইেচ হাউ�া”, “হাউই ইনাও” অসু�া বারী 

শান-শান মেখায় অনী ৈহেবাং েহ� খু� চার েতৗর�দগী চাই�া মমানা মথ�গী  
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হায়রকেপাইের, “ইেচ হ��� খ্বাদগী েহ�া হাউবা অমা থাদরে� নমীৎ উইিশ�গা 

নয়া কাখত্ত�না য়াউ, নয়া মনুংদা চপ চানা থারে�”।  

8. One day Shanarembi’s mother and Chaishra’s mother went for fishing in 

ngaralthingel2. Shanrembi’s mother caught a lot of fish in every catch while 

Chaishra’s mother caught snakes with every catch. As dusk was approaching 

Chaishra’s mother said, “Sister, see, all the ripe fig on that tree, don’t you want to eat, 

I will climb, pluck them and drop them down while sister catches it below, let's pluck 

some figs and go home”. After saying that, Chaishra’s mother hurriedly climbed the 

tree and plucked the ripe ones that will be delicious and dropped them down for 

Shanrembi’s mother. Chaishra’s mother asked from the tree, “Elder sister, is it 

tasty?”, “younger sister yes, it is”. Thus, they were talking and picking up the figs and 

eating them. Then Chaishra’s mother said from the tree, “Elder sister, this time I will 

drop down the most delicious one, catch it with your eyes closed and mouth open, I 

will drop it down perfectly in your mouth”.  

9. শনের�ী মমােদা মমীৎ উইিশ�গা ময়া কােথা�না য়াদুনা ৈলের। ত�া অিসদা চাই�া 

মমানা, মানা ঙসাই ফািখবা ত� ে�া�গী িলন ময়ামদু শনের�ী মমাগী মথ�া 

ৈহথরক্ত�না শনের�ী মমা িল�া িচক্ত�না িশেরেদা। অিশবা মশাদ ু ফুমদী মখাদা 

ঈ�র�গা মেচগী ঙা য়াওবা ত� ে�া� ুপুরদুনা চাই�া মমা ময়ুম েয়ৗরে�।  

10. Shanrembi’s mother closed her eyes and waited with her mouth open. Meanwhile, 

Chaishra’s mother poured all the snakes from the tungol3 over Shanrembi’s mother. 

They bit Shanrembi’s mother to death. After pushing the dead body below the 

phumdi4, Chaishra’s mother took her sister’s tungol along with the fish and reached 

home.  

11. মমা লাকপা উবদা চাই�া হরাওৈজ; শনের�ীনা মমা য়াওর�বা উবদা, “ইমােতান 

ইমািদ কদায়দা ৈলেহৗই, কারকেহৗি�বরা” হংলুবদা চাই�া মমানা, “নমা করাম 

চাউবীিদ ত� ে�াল থনবা ঙাইেহৗির, েলৈ� ঙাবু ফােহৗির” হায়না খুে�াইের। চাই�ািদ 

 
2 A kind of small earth dam. 
3  A kind of basket made out of bamboo for keeping fish while catching it. 
4 A kind of floating biomass. 
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মমানা পুরকপা ঙাদ ু হাউনা চারেবাইের। শনের�ীিদ েমৗপ্বানা চরা বানবদা  ঙােরৗ 

পীজিনংঙাই ৈল�দুনা মমােতা�া ‘ েহােরন ইমা লা�গা িশংেগ ঙােরৗ িখ�া িপয়ু’ 

হায়�ববু ত� ে�া�া পকপা ঙাখা খরা পীরকেপাইের। 

12. Chaisra was happy to see her mother has returned; as Shanrembi did not see her 

mother, she asked, “Stepmother, where did my mother stay back, hasn’t she returned 

back?”. Chaishra’s mother replied, “Your greedy mother is still waiting for the tungol 

to be full, still catching fish”. Chaishra ate the fish that her mother brought 

deliciously. As Shanrembi did not have any ngarou5 for her brother to have with for 

the evening meal she asked her stepmother ‘Please give some fish, I will return after 

my mother returns’ to which the stepmother gave the few ngakha6 that was stuck in 

the tungol’. 

13. অিহং েথঙ�জ��বা ফাওবা শনের�ী মমােদা লাে�েদা। শনের�ী মচীল-েমৗপ্বােদা 

উেখাে��া ঙারদুনা মমা লাকপা ঙাইর�দগী ত�মেথাক�েবাইের। শনের�ীগী মমঙদা 

মমা লা�গা, “ইমাগী ইেব�া, নচীল-েনৗপ্বািদ ইমা লাকপা ঙাইিরেদা, ইমািদ, 

নমােতা�া ৈহেবাং মথ�গী ৈহেবাং থাদরকপা শািশ�দুনা িলন ময়াম ৈহথরকপাদগী 

িল�া চীক্ত�না িশেরেদা,ইমািদ লাইরে��া িতে�েদা; ইমা লাকপা য়ারেরাই। হেয়ং েনাং 

ঙানফুং-ঙানফুং েতৗবদা েলাং পায়দুনা ঐবু েখাে�া ইমা লাইজনুংদা েথ�ু ও�নুা 

ৈলরমেগ। ইমাবু ফারগা ঈশাইফুদা নুিমৎ মঙািন েয়াক্ত�না থ�ু। মঙািন �বদা ইমা 

অমুক মী ও��িন; অদগুা ইমা ইচা ঐেখায় অ�ম অমুক হ�া পানিম�িস” হায়রকপা 

তাবদগী শনের�ী িহক-িহক ক�না মীকপ খংেথাক েথাে�। 

14.  Shanrembi’s mother did not return late at night as well. Both Shanrembi and her 

brother fell asleep leaning against the pillar waiting for their mother. Shanrembi’s 

mother came in her dream and said, “My dear daughter, you and your brother are still 

waiting for your mother’s return but your mother is dead, your stepmother pretended 

to drop figs and poured many snakes upon me from the fig tree. I was bitten by the 

snakes and have died; your mother is in the spirit world; your mother cannot come. 

 
5 Roasted fish. 
6 An indigenous small fish, it has been listed as endangered.  
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Tomorrow in the early dawn, come with a long7 to get me, your mother will be there 

in the water as a turtle. Catch me and put me in an earthen pot for five days. On the 

fifth day your mother will turn back into humans; and the three of us mother and child 

will be together again.” Upon hearing what has been told Shanrembi broke down 

crying and suddenly woke up from her dream. 

15. মমঙদা মমানা হায়র�া মত� ংই�া শনের�ী েলাং অমা পুরদুনা মমানা তা��া   মফম 

অদুদা েলাং েখা�ুের। অসুম েখা�কপদা ঙখা অমা লে�; শনের�ীনা ক�দুনা, “হা 

ঙাখা ৈমঙাংবী নঙব ু েখানবা নে�েকা পেলম ইমাবু েখানবিন” হায়রগা থােদাকে�। 

মথংদা ঙমু অমা অমুক ল�বদা, “হা ঙমু মীৎ�কপা, নঙবু েখানবা নে�েকা পেলম 

ইমাবু েখানবিন” হায়রগা অমুক থােদাকিপে�।ফনা কুইনা েখা�বদা েথ�ু অদুিদ 

লকপা েকৗবা ৈলিখ�েবাইের। শনের�ী েতংথাদুনা ক�কই, “হা পেলম অেপাকপী 

পেলম নঙবু ৈকদেনা, বােরদেকা নচািদ”। অসু�া মপী চদুম তাদুনা েতংথারগা অমুক 

হ�া েলাংবু েখা�কপবু হ�ক মু�� েথ�ু অদু ল�েবাইের। শনের�ী হরাওজের েথ�ু 

অদ ুপুদুনা ময়ুমদা হ��গা েয়াকচের।  

16. As has been told by her mother in her dream, Shanrembi carried a long and started 

fishing where her mother told her to. She caught a ngakha after some time. Shanrembi 

cried and said, “Ha ngakha (small fish) with the red tail, I am not fishing for you but 

for my mother”. Saying thus, she released the ngakha. Next when she caught a 

ngamu8, she said, “Ha ngamu with the curved eyebrows, I am not fishing for you but 

for my mother”, after saying that, she released it again. Even after fishing for a long 

time, the turtle could not be caught. Shanrembi cried out loudly calling, “Ha mother, 

birth mother, where are you? Your child is tired.” She cried out loudly with teardrops 

and started fishing again. But this time she caught the turtle. Shanrembi was happy, 

she carried the turtle and returned home and took care of it. 

17. অসুম েথাকউ হায়দুনা, মেচ শনের�ীনা ঈশাইফুদা েয়াি�বা েথ�ু অদু চাই�ানা 

উ�েবাইের। অদুনা মমাদা, ইমা েথ�ু চােগ, ইেচ শনের�ীনা ঈশাইফুদা েয়াি�বা েথ�ু 

চােগ” হায়দুনা িনংঙাই েতৗেরেদা। মমােতা�া, “হায় শনের�ী নঙনা ঈশাইফুদা 

 
7 A bowl-shape bamboo basket used by the Meeteis as a fishing basket  
8Snakehead (fish). 
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েয়াি�বা েথ�ুদু ইচানা চােগ’ইএ। ফুৎলগা পীেজৗ” হায়রকপদগী শনের�ী ক�া ক�া 

ৈম েহৗগত্ত�না ঈশাইফুদু ৈমথ�া েথাংগৎলেবাইের। ঙাইহাক ৈলরগা ঈশাইফু 

মনুংদগী েথ�ুনা, “শনের�ী, ইমািদ খুেজং েয়ৗেরেদা” হায়রকপদা শনের�ীনা খংশৎ 

শৎেতাকই। চাই�ানা মমাদা তাকপদগী মমানা চঙল�গা ৈম��া মেকা�া চ� িশি�। 

শনের�ী  ক�া ক�া ৈম অমুক ইনিশি�। ঙাইহাক ৈলরগা ঈশাইফু  মনুংদগী েথ�ুনা, 

“শনের�ী, ইমািদ খ্বাং েয়ৗেরেদা”।শনের�ী ক�া ক�া ৈম অমুক শে�াকই। চাই�া 

মমানা ৈম��া মেকা�া েহক চ�বী। শনের�ীনা ৈম অমুক ইনিশি�। মনুংদগী েথ�ুনা, 

“শনের�ী, ইমািদ থবাক েয়ৗেরেদা” হায়রকপদা শনের�ীনা, “পেলম, নচািদ েলাইেরেদা 

হা ইমা নঙবু, নমু তাইবঙমী ওইনা ইমা ইচা উেনৗ ত�ম�েবাইদেকা;” হায়দুনা ৈম 

অমুক শে�াকই। চাই�ানা ৈম��া মেচগী মেকা�া চ� িশি�। ৈম অমুক ইনিশি�। 

অসু�া েথ�ু অদ ু ফুেতা�গা চাই�া মমা মচানা চােথাে�। শনের�ী মমািদ নমু 

তাইবঙমী ওইনা মােলমিসদা অমুক হ�া উিখে�। 

18. As if it was fated to be, Chaishra saw the turtle that was kept in the Ishaiphu9 by her 

sister Shanrembi. So, she cried to her, “mother I want to eat turtle, I want to eat the 

turtle that is kept by sister Shanrembi in the earthen pot”. When her stepmother said, 

“Hey Shanrembi, my daughter wants to eat the turtle that u kept in the earthen pot. 

Boil it and let her eat” Shanrembi started the fire crying and put the earthen pot on the 

fire.  After sometime when the turtle inside the pot cried, “Shanrembi, your mother 

has reached the knees” Shanrembi suddenly pulled the fire out. When Chaishra 

informed about this to her mother her mother came and brazed the head with the burnt 

torch. Shanrembi fed the fire again, crying. After sometime when the turtle from 

inside the pot cried, “Shanrembi, it has reached your mother’s waist, Shanrembi 

pulled out the fire crying. Chaishra’s mother beat her head with the burnt torch. 

Shanrembi fed the fire again. When the turtle inside cried, “Shanrembi, it has reached 

your mother’s chest” then Shanrembi cried, “Mother, your child is finished oh! 

mother, mother and daughter are not destined to meet as human” and pulled out the 

fire again. Then Chaishra beat her sister’s head with the burning torch. She fed the 

 
9 An earthen pot. The place where it is kept occupies a sacred space in Meetei’s house. 
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fire again. Thus, the Chaisra’s mother daughter pair ate the boiled turtle. Shanrembi’s 

mother could not be seen again as a human being in this world. 

19. চহী কয়ামুক েহৗখের; শনের�ী চাই�া অনীেদা ৈলশাবী মপুঙ ফারে�; থাজ েয়া�বা 

মতম ওইরে�।  েনাংমা নুিম�া শনের�ী চাই�া মচীল মনাওনা পুন অমগা সনাবুন 

অমগা পায়রদুনা ঈিশং েশাকপা লাকেপাইের। তা�া অিসদা িনংেথৗ মচাগা মি� 

মচাগা অনীসু শেগাল অমমম েতাংলদুনা ঈিশং েশাকফম িহেদন অদু ত�া লাকএেদা। 

পুন পায়বী শনের�ীগী মশক-মেতৗ চঙেখানবদু উবদা িনংেথৗ মচাগী মপুকিনং 

েখায়দারেবাইের। হায়রকই, “সনাবনু পুবী পামেদ, েচগায়পুন পুবী পামই”। চাই�ােদা 

ম�ায় নুংঙাই�েবাইের। মথংগী নুিমৎ�া মমাগী েথৗিশ�গী চাই�ানা পুন শনের�ীনা 

সনাবুন পুরদুনা ঈিশং েশাকপা লাকএেদা। অদুগী নুিমত্ত� দসু িনংেথৗ মচা, মি� মচা 

অনীেদা অমুক হ�া লাক্ত�না মেখায় মরী ঈিশং েশাকফম িহেদ�া েথংনের। িনংেথৗ 

মচানা, “েচগায়পুন পুবী পামেদ, সনাবুনপুবী পামই” হায়রগা শনের�ীবু শেগাল মথ�া 

িচংখৎলগা েকানুং ত�া েথৗদুনা পুে�। 

20. Later, after many years, both Shanrembi and Chaishra became full grown young 

women; it was the time to be betrothed. One day Shanrembi and Chaishra carried 

poon10 and a sanapoon11 to fetch water. At the same time, a prince and a minister’s 

son happen to be riding on their horses and were approaching towards the bank. The 

prince fell in love when he saw the beauty of Shanrembi who was carrying the poon. 

He said, “I don’t like who is carrying sanapoon, I like the one who is carrying 

chegaipoon12”. Chaishra felt unhappy. The next day, on the suggestion of her mother, 

Chaisra carried the poon and Shanrembi carried the sanapoon while coming to fetch 

water. Even on that day the prince and the minister’s son also came again and the four 

of them met at the river bank where they fetch water. The prince said, “I don’t like the 

one who is carrying chegaipoon, I like the one who is carrying sanapoon” and pulled 

up Shanrembi on horseback and galloped towards the palace carrying her. 

 
10 Water pot. 
11 Water pot made of metal especially brass. 
12 An earthen pot. 
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21. য়ুমদা ৈলেহৗিরবা েমৗপ্বা কায়নবদা অবাবা হায়বদু ওইে�। অদুক নুংঙাইবা, অবাৎ-

অপা ৈলতবা েকানুংদুদা ৈলবদা ৈমথ�া ফ�গা চপ মা�েবাইের। ক�-ক� চাদ-থ�া 

নুিমৎ কয়ািনকমুক েল�ে�। মত� ংদা েমৗপ্বা অদু পুরক্ত�না েকানুংদা থ��দগীিদ 

শনের�ী অবাবা েকাকচিখ। খরা ৈলরগা িনংেথৗগী মচাদা লুেহাংদুনা ৈলমা শীজ কািখ। 

মতমগী েখাঙৈল মত� ং ই�া মচা নুপা নীংিথজরবা অমসু ফংজিখ। 

22. She was stricken with grief over the pain of separation from her little brother who was 

at home. Staying in that very pleasant place where there was no shortage but she felt 

like seating on the fire. She cried without eating anything for a period of time. Later 

on, when her brother was brought and kept in the palace, Shanrembi was free of 

sadness. After a short period of time, she was married to the prince and became the 

queen. With the passage of time, she gave birth to a beautiful baby boy. 

23. ক�ক ক�াওনবী চাই�া মমা মচািদ শনের�ী কর�া মাঙহনিসেগ খনবদা ত��া চাবা 

চঙিখ�েবাইের। মত� ংদা েলৗিশং অমা পুেথাক্ত�না শনের�ীবু ময়ুমদা চাক েকৗের। 

শনের�ীনা চাক চাবা েলাইরবা মত� ংদা চাই�ানা, “ইেচ, নঙগী িফেরাল, লীক-েকান 

ময়ামদু ঐ অমু�া েশৎেক ফজ�া েয়ংেগ” হায়দুনা েলৗরগা েলাইনা েশৎিচন-

িশ�জ�েবাইের। ঙাইহাক িশহ�বা মত� ংদা শনের�ীনা, “কদায় ইেব�া, েথঙেল ইেচ 

চৎলেগ লীক-েকানগা িফেরালগদ ু িপেরা” হায়�বদা চাই�ানা শাউ�জ�দনুা “নঙগী 

িফেরানগািস ঙাইহাক ফাওবা েশৎপা য়ােপাে�, েলৗজেরােস হায়দুনা েলৗেথা�গা 

কাংঘদা েলাইনা ���নে�। শনের�ীনা কু�রগা কাংঘদা চঙদুনা েলৗেথাে� েতৗিরৈঙদা 

চাই�া মমানা েলাকেলাক েশৗবা ঈিশংনা শনের�ীগী মথ�া ৈহ�জ�নুা হাে�া�গা 

লীক-েকান িফেরালগা ময়ুমদা েলৗেথা�গা চাই�াব ু েশৎিচন-িশ�জনহে�। অদুগা 

শনের�ী শারগা েকানুংদা হলহনে�। িনংেথৗসু িচংন-িচংন কিরসু হায়বা ঙমদনা ৈলের। 

অসু�া চাই�ানা শনের�ী শাদনুা মতম খরা েকানুংদা ৈলমা-শীজ ওইদুনা 

ৈলিখেবাইের।  

24. All the while, the jealous Chaisra and the mother duo could not sleep conspiring how 

to destroy the life of Shanrembi. Later they thought of a wicked plan and invited 

Shanrembi for a meal at home. After Shanrembi finished having her meal, Chaishra 

said, “Sister, I want to wear your clothes, all your ornaments and see whether it is 

beautiful” and she took it and wore it. After letting her wear for some time, 
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Shanrembi asked for them saying, “where is it younger sister? It is getting late; your 

elder sister must leave. Give me the ornaments and clothes.” Chaishra pretended to be 

angry and said, “Can’t even wear your clothes for some time, take it” having said that 

she took it off and threw it under the bed. While Shanrembi knelt and went under the 

bed and was trying to take it out, Chaishra’s mother poured the boiling water over 

Shanrembi and killed her after which she took out the clothes and ornaments and let 

Chaishra wear it. And she pretended to be Shanrembi and returned to the palace.   

25. েনাংমগী নুিম�া িনংেথৗগী মনাই পাঙল শজীকে�ায়না শজীক ফাি�ৈঙদা লমখুনু 

অমনা মেঙা�া ওনিশ�গা েখাংলকেপাইের- 

   “হা িনংেথৗ ত�কাউবা 

          ইচা িনংেথৗ িশগিন 

          ফীেগ ইেয়াং তৎকিন 

          হা পাঙল শজীক 

         নবুংেঙাদা তমজ� 

         নঙনা অদুম তম�বা 

          শােগাল শামু িশহনেগ 

          কুক্রু কু কু খাঙৈমতৎ-। 

26. One fine day when the grass cutter, a servant of the king, was cutting grass, a wild pigeon 

turned towards him and started cooing- 

“Ha king who forgets his wife 

My son the king will die 

The silk thread of the woven cloth will break 

Ha grass cutter 
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Tell your master 

If you don’t tell 

Will untie the horse’s rope and make elephant to die 

Kukru ku13 khangmeitat. 

27. শজীকে�ায়না বাফম অিস িনংেথৗদা হ�ৎলুের। িনংেথৗসু, েনাংমা মাগী মমঙদা উিখবা 

লমখুনু অদু নীংিশংল�েবাইের। লমখুনুনা েখাংিলবা মফম অদু চত্ত�না েচঙ খুবম অমা 

পায়রগা হায়রকেপাইের- 

    েচ�া চাদী নুংিশবী 

          লমখুনু ও!েচকনুংিশ 

ইশােনৗগী থবায়না ওনবা েচক 

েচ�া নঙনা লা�বিদ    

নশাবী ঐ গী খুবামদ 

           েচ�া নঙবু েতাংেলারাউ 

           েসঃ েসঃ নবুক থ�া চােরালাউ! 

28. The grass cutter informed the king about the matter. The king too, remembered the 

wild pigeon he saw in his dream. He went to the place where he heard the cooing of 

the wild pigeon holding a palm full of rice and said –  

The bird who loves its kid 

O! wild pigeon, lovely bird 

The bird who turned from the soul of my beloved 

Dear bird if u have come 

On the palm of your beloved  

Bird come and sit 

 
13 Onomatopoeia of cooing sound  
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Here here, eat to your stomach full! 

29. লমখুনু ইের�া পাইথরক্ত�না িনংেথৗগী খুবা�া েতাংলগা েচঙ চারের। িনংেথৗনা, 

মমঙদা তা��া মঙতাক ‘লমখুনুদু নুিমৎ মঙািন চ��া েয়াক্ত�না থ�ে�াইের। মিসদা 

চাই�ানা িচংনরদনুা েপা�গী লমখুনু অদু ফারগা চেগম েপামেথাে�। িনংেথৗনা 

চেগম অেপা�দু চােগ হায়না েতৗবদা িচংনরদনুা চাই�াদা হংলকপদা, ‘েপা�গী 

েয়াকপা লমখুনুদুিন’ খঙবদগী িনংেথৗ অদু শাউবগী ঙমৈখ ৈল�েবাইের। চাদনা অদুম 

মনীং েথাঙদা ৈহেদাকে�েদা। খরা ৈলরগিদ মফমদুদা ৈহজাং পা�ী অমা 

েহৗগৎল�ীের। 

30. The wild pigeon calmly flies over and sits on the palm of the king and eats the rice. 

The king, as he has been told in the dream, so, he ‘raised the wild pigeon for five 

days.’ Then Chaishra started feeling suspicious and caught the wild pigeon from the 

cage and made porridge out of it. When the king tried to eat the chagempomba14, he 

felt suspicious and asked Chaishra the dish, the king came to know that it was the 

pigeon that was raised in the cage. His rage knew no bounds without eating, he threw 

it outside the backdoor. After a period of time, a heijang15 plant sprang up in that 

spot. 

31. ৈহজাং পা�ী অদু চাউরদুনা ৈহ অমা পা�েবাইের। িনংেথৗগী মমঙদা েনাংমা 

শনের�ীনা লাক্ত�না, ‘ৈহজাং অিস মপুঙ ফারবা মতমদা েহে�া�গা নুিমৎ মঙািন 

চ��া েচঙফুদা হা�না থ�ীয়ু, ঐহাক নমু তাইবঙ মী অমুক ও�রে�। হায়রবদা 

িনংেথৗনা ৈহজাং অদ ুমী চঙদনবা খা�জন-েখাৎিচ�নুা েচকিশ�া থ�েবাইের। মিস 

উবদা চাই�ািদ িচংনবনা েলাইের। 

32. The heijang plant grew big and bore a fruit. In the dream of the king Shanarembi 

came one day and told her, “when this heijang becomes mature enough, pluck it and 

keep it inside the chengphu16 for five days, I will turn into human again.” The king 

 
14 Traditional dish made with green leaves, herbs, fermented soya bean and bit of broken rice. 
15  An indigenous citrus fruit. It is one of the most important fruits used in religious offering such as in 

Tarpon (offerings to the ancestors in the month of September or October). 
16 Rice keeping pot. 
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surrounded the heijang with fences to keep people away from the it and kept it 

carefully. Seeing this Chaishra got very suspicious. 

33. েনাংমদী, পাঙল শজীকে�ায়না ৈহ চানীংই হায়দুনা েকানুংদা অসুম থীরকপদা 

চাই�ানা, “মনীংদা ৈহজাং অমা পাি�বেদা েহ�গা চা�” হায়বদগী শজীকে�ায়না 

েহ�গা ময়ুমদা  পুে�। েখাক্ত�না চােগ েতৗবদগী অথুবা থবক অমা লাক্ত�না েকা�া 

চারেগ হায়দুনা েচঙফুদা থমিখবদগী নুিমৎ মিরিন �বগী নুংিথ�া নীংিশংলক্ত�না 

েলৗেথা�গা থাঙ িথবদা খঙে�েদা। থাঙ অমুক ৈলরে� ৈহ অমুক িথবা খঙে�। 

শজীকে�ায়েদা শাউরদনুা ‘চাদ চাজরেরাইেগ’ হায়দুনা অদুম ৈলেথাকিখবদুনা মঙািন 

�বা নুিমৎ�া ৈহজাংদদুগী শনের�ী ও�েবাইের। পাউ অিস শজীকে�ায়না েকানুংদা 

েচ�গা িনংেথৗদা ত�ুের। িনংেথৗনা চত্ত�না শনের�ীব ু েলৗ�রগা েকানুংদা থে�। 

অদুগা মপুকেচল ফ�বী চাই�াবুনা মরালগীদম�া খুদ�া অঙাং ওলহন�েবাইের। 

34. One day, when the grass cutter felt like eating a fruit and was searching around the 

palace for it, Chaishra said, “there is a heijang fruit in the backyard, pluck it and eat 

it”. The grass cutter plucked it and took it home. When he tried to peel it and eat it, 

some urgent work came up, he kept it in the rice keeping pot to eat later. In the 

afternoon of the fourth day, he remembered and took it out and searched for a knife 

but couldn’t find it. When he got the knife, he could not find the fruit. Feeling 

frustrated, the grass cutter said that he'll never eat this fruit’. On the fifth day, the 

heijang fruit turned into Shanrembi. The grass cutter went to the palace and gave this 

news to the king. The king went and took Shanrembi and kept her in the palace. As 

for the wicked Chaishra, she was killed at once for her crimes. 

35. অসু�া অবাবা খুেদাংথীবা কয়া েথংনরবা মত� ংদা শনের�ী অমুক হ�া িনংেথৗগা 

ৈলিম�দুনা, ৈলম-শীজকা ওইদুনা নুংঙাইনা পানিখেবাইের। 

36. Thus, after facing many hardships and danger, Shanrembi once again lived together 

with the king as his queen and lived happily ever after. 
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Cultural elements in the above folktale. 

Personal Names: 

 
Source Language Target Language 

1 Yangkhureima Yangkhuriema 

2 Shangkhureima Shangkhureima 

3 Shandrembi Shandrembi 

4 Chaisra Chaisra 

 

Alford (1988:51) says that personal names represent individual identity in two ways. They 

inform the society who the individual is, and they tell the individual who he or she is or is 

expected to be17. In Meetei also personal name indexes a great deal of information about the 

culture; values, cultural practices, ethnic and religious background, environment, languages, 

etc. In the above table, SL (1) and (2) do not have meaning in the SL whereas SL (3) and (4) 

are insects which stick at the backside of a green plant leaf. SL (3) is gold in colour whereas 

SL (4) is black in colour. Therefore, SL (3) is characterised as beautiful, calm and good 

natured while SL (4) is characterised as ugly and notorious. In Meetei philosophy, the name 

is so closely associated with the person himself that it is believed that a good name will bring 

good fortune to the person who bears it. (Moirangthem 1993:173). 

Form of Address: 

 
Source language Target language 

1 Machanupi (sl.1) Daughter (sl.2) 

2 Iche (sl.7) Elder sister (sl.8) 

 
17 Russell, Nongthombam. “Meithei Personal names”, LANGUAGE IN INDIA. Volume 7: 12 December 2007.   
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3 Inao (sl.7) Younger sister (sl.8) 

4 Leimashija (sl.21) Queen (sl. 22) 

5 Nabungo (sl.25) Superior or master (sl.26) 

6 Ishanou (sl.28) Beloved for female (sl.29) 

7 Nashabi (sl.28) Beloved for male (sl.29) 

 

Meetei has a unique form of address in the above table demonstrates the forms of address 

present in the selected Manipuri folktale for the analysis. Most of the people avoid using 

name while addressing someone. For an example Iche, which is used to refer to a woman 

who is elder to the addressee and Ibema if the older person address to a younger female. It is 

not mandatory to be blood relation. Whereas for male Ibungo to the younger ones and Tada 

for the older male. SL (1), (2) and (3) has been translated with TL equivalence.  Meetei royal 

titles for the queens are address according to their positions such as Meetei Leima/Leimashija 

for head queen; 2nd queen – Apambi Ahal; 3rd queen – Leimakhubi; 4th queen – Leimakhubi Ahal; 5th 

queen – Leimakhubi Naha. However, SL (4) has been translated as queen, as in the tale there is 

no mention of other wife rather than her. So, while translation first or second wife has not 

been mentioned. SL (5), has been translated as master to fit the context and SL (6) and (7) has 

been translated with TL equivalence as “beloved”.  

Reduplication: 

 
Source Language Target Language 

1 Nongma-nongmagi (sl.5) Day by day (sl.6) 

2 Parap-parap (sl.7) Hurriedly (sl.8) 

3 Nachil-noupwa (sl.13) Siblings/brother and sister (14) 

4 Ingba-tapa (sl.3) Calm and good natured (sl.4) 

5 Nganfung-nganfung (sl.13) Dawn (sl.14) 
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6 Thaja-yonjaba (sl.19) Betrothed (sl.21) 

7 Awat-apa (sl.21) Shortage (sl.22) 

8 Kapna-kapna (sl.17) while crying (sl.18) 

9 Chada-thaktana (sl.21) Without eating anything (sl.22) 

10 Kalak-kanjao (sl.23) Jealousy (sl.24) 

11 Lik-kon (sl.23) Jewellery (sl.24) 

12 Setchin-sijinle (sl.23) Wear (sl.24) 

13 Chingna-chingna (sl.23) Suspicious (sl. 24) 

 

 The above table shows the reduplication mentioned in the folktale Shanrembi 

Chaisra. SL (1) has been translated with its literal meaning, SL (2) is used to refer to being 

fast or haste and it has been translated with the adverb ‘hurry’. SL (3) is used to refer to 

siblings as in a collective noun and has been translated with its literal meaning. SL (4) is used 

to refer to someone’s behaviour and nature, so it has been translated with its functional 

equivalent, TL (4). SL (5) is the repetition of the word ‘dawn’. It has been translated without 

repeating the word with its literal meaning and the word ‘early’ has been added. The literal 

meaning of SL (6) would be selling or giving away. But it is used to say when a girl reaches a 

marriageable age and is to be betrothed and has been translated with equivalent word in 

English. SL (7) has to be used together as they do not have individual meaning and it has 

been rendered with its equivalent word ‘shortage’. SL (8) has been translated with its literal 

meaning TL (8). SL (9) has been translated with its literal meaning. SL (10) is used for 

jealousy and the word kanjao could not be used separately as it does not have an individual 

meaning. SL (11) is used to refer to ornaments as a collective. But when these two words are 

used individually, then kon means utensils and lik means necklace or jewellery. SL (12) refers 

to getting dressed up but it has been translated as wear to convey the meaning of the context. 

SL (13) is used to refer to the degree of doubt or suspicion. Therefore, it has been translated 

with the adjective ‘suspicious.’ 
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Food Items: 
 

Source Language Target Language 

1 Heibong (sl. 7) Fig 9 (sl.8) 

2 Ngarou (sl.11) Ngarou (sl.12) 

3 Ngakha (sl. 15) Ngakha (sl.16) 

4 Lemlei (sl. 11) Fish (sl.12) 

5 Ngamu (sl. 15) Ngamu (sl.16) 

6 Chagempomba (sl. 30) Chagempomba (sl.31)  

7 Heijang (sl. 30) Heijang (sl.31) 

 

SL (1) is translated with its literal meaning. SL (2) is roasted fish that could be eaten with rice 

as a side dish. It has not been translated into English as the importance of this particular food 

in Meetei culture would not remain the same if it is rendered into English. SL (3) and (4) 

have not been translated into English. It has been kept as it was given in the SL and a 

description is given in the footnotes instead. SL (6) is problematic in translation due to the 

cultural nuance attached with the curry.  It is cooked with a variety of green leaves such as 

mustard leaves, potato leaves, etc. and green herbs along with hawaijar (fermented soya 

bean) which is the main ingredient. A bit of rice and some dried fish are also added while 

making this particular curry. However, some community use pork or other meat. SL (7) is 

a fruit which is used as one of the most important fruit related with religious offerings in 

Meetei culture. Therefore, it has not been translated into English to acknowledge the 

importance.  

 

House and structure related terms: 

 
Source Language Target Language 
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1 Ukhongten (sl.13) Pillar (sl.14) 

2 Maning (sl.30) Backyard (sl.31) 

 

The Meetei community has specific house model, which become a sign of the 

community’s identity. The members of a family establish a behavioural pattern in relation to 

spatial norms. As a result, selecting a site for their home and constructing their home are both 

religious practices. Interior and exterior architectural spaces, closed and accessible, private 

and public, are both developed.18 Meetei yumjao is constructed facing east direction as it is 

believed that it will bring good fortunes and health. It is believed that the house is constructed 

imitating the human body. The base of a house is made up of different pillars which are 

horizontal and vertical poles. The roof is supported by bamboo poles and has a gable shape. 

The humdang (rafter poles) are arranged in odd numbers. Meetei Yumjao has separate rooms 

Sanamahi (family diety), Phamen ka (father’s room), piba ka (son’s room, ningol ka 

(daughter’s room), chakhum (kitchen), Mangol (porch), phamen (elders’ resting place) and 

leimarel ka (mother’s room). SL (1) and SL (2) have been translated with the English 

equivalent term ‘pillar’ and ‘backyard’ respectively. If we discuss on the architecture of the 

Meetei Yumjao would be unending. 

 

Household Utensils: 
 

Source language Target language  

1 Ishaiphu (sl.13) Earthen pot (sl.14) 

2 Poon (sl.19) Water pot (sl.20) 

3 Chegaipoon (sl.19) Earthen water pot (sl.20) 

4 Sanapoon (sl.19) Brass pot (sl.20) 

5 Chengphu (sl.32) Chengphu (sl.33) 

 
18 Yu Fu, Tuan, Space and Place: The Perspective of Experience, London: University of Minnesota, 2001, 
pp.101-104. 
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 Poon and Chegaipoon have been mentioned in Shanrembi Chaisra. Poon is a pot 

made of mud and Sanapoon is made of brass. It shows the different status of the carrier but 

both are used to fetch water. Ishaiphu- It is also an earthen pot but this pot cannot be used 

daily for fetching water. It is kept filled with water in the kitchen or near Lainingthou 

Sanamahi (local deity which is worshipped in every Meetei’s house). Chengphu- Its function 

is for keeping rice but during the translation it has not been translated as it occupies a 

significant role in every Meetei’s house. It is believed to be sacred. There are various beliefs 

regarding Chengphu. One cannot keep it empty or while taking out rice one should put back 

three handfuls of rice.  

In Shanrembi Chaisra, there are lots of illustrations on customs and beliefs which are 

followed in the Meetei society. There was a custom in the Meetei society to have two wives 

especially among the rich or those who held high positions including the King himself. For 

instance, in Shanrembi Chaisra it is evident that the court officials had two wives. In addition 

to this, there was a custom of getting married for the second time after their wives deceased. 

In Meetei society, there is a strong belief about the number of days to perform something 

good or new. It is very important in Meetei society that while counting numbers, it should be 

in odd numbers. It is believed that odd numbers are auspicious and bring prosperity. For 

instance, when Shanrembi mother instructed her to, ‘catch me and put me in an earthen pot 

for five days' and in the king’s dream also he has been told in the dream, ‘to raise the wild 

pigeon for five days. 

In the earlier times, abduction of a woman was a common practice in the Meetei 

society, which could be evident in Shanrembi Chaisra when the King’s son abducts 

Shanrembi. In the early period, males used to go out and work, they used to go for days to 

earn money or to gather wood in the hills. Whereas women used to work at home or in the 

neighbourhood such as looming, fishing, etc. For instance, Chungkheirema and 

Yangkhureima in Shanarembi Chaisra go to catch fish to run their family.  

The main objective of the paper was an attempt to present the culture of Manipur to 

the readers with some of the available  cultural elements in the selected folktale as it is not 

possible to discuss all in details for instance Meetei Yumjao structure as it a vast area. 

Therefore, Lawrence Venuti’s foreignisation was used to solve the problems. Title of the 
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folktale has not been translated instead has been given inside a bracket. So, the SL will be 

retained and easier for the readers to understand. Personal names have been rendered by 

means of foreignisation.  In order to retain the Manipuri cultural terms, they have been kept 

in italics and footnotes and explanations are provided. Foreignisation strategy was preferred 

for the study because I wanted to keep the main core of the contexts during translation and to 

extend the promotion of the culture. In addition, this strategy would help readers to 

understand that the folktale is set in a different culture. 
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